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Question 4: Checker Objects (Design) 

 
 
Part A:  SubstringChecker   4 points 
 
 +1/2 class SubstringChecker implements Checker 
 
 +1/2 declare private instance variable of type String 
 
 +1 constructor 
  +1/2 SubstringChecker(String goalString) 
  +1/2 initialize instance variable to parameter 
 
 +2 accept method 
  +1/2 public boolean accept(String text) 
  +1 1/2 determine whether to accept 

  +1/2 attempt to find instance variable in text  
(either call indexOf, contains, or compare with substrings) 

  +1 return correct boolean value in all cases 
 
Part B:  AndChecker    4 points 
 
 +1/2 class AndChecker implements Checker 
 
 +1/2 declare private instance variable(s) capable of storing two Checker objects 
 
 +1 constructor 
  +1/2 AndChecker(Checker c1, Checker c2) 
  +1/2 initialize instance variable(s) to parameters 
 
 +2 accept method 
  +1/2 public boolean accept(String text) 
  +1 1/2 determine whether to accept 

  +1/2 attempt to call accept(text) on both stored Checkers 
  +1 return correct boolean value in all cases 
 

Part C:  yummyChecker    1 point 
 
 +1 correctly assign yummyChecker  
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Question 4: Checker Objects (Design) 
 

PART A: 
 

     
public class SubstringChecker implements Checker  
{ 
  private String goalString; 
  
  public SubstringChecker(String goal)  
  { 
    goalString = goal; 
  } 
 
  public boolean accept(String text)  
  { 
    return (text.indexOf(goalString) != -1); 
  } 
} 
 
 
PART B: 
 

     
public class AndChecker implements Checker  
{ 
  private Checker checker1; 
  private Checker checker2; 
 
  public AndChecker(Checker chk1, Checker chk2)  
  { 
    checker1 = chk1; 
    checker2 = chk2; 
  } 
 
  public boolean accept(String text)  
  { 
    return checker1.accept(text) && checker2.accept(text); 
  } 
} 
 
 
PART C: 
 

     
yummyChecker = new AndChecker(new NotChecker(aChecker),  
                              new NotChecker(kChecker)); 
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Question 4 
 
Overview 
 
This question focused on inheritance, class design, and Boolean logic. Students were provided with the 
Checker interface that contains a single boolean method named accept. In part (a) they were 
required to design and implement the SubstringChecker class (which implements the Checker 
interface) so that the accept method returns true if its string parameter contains a specific 
substring. This involved selecting an appropriate instance variable, defining a constructor that takes a 
String as a parameter, and implementing the accept method using appropriate String methods. 
In part (b) students were required to implement a different class that implements Checker, the 
AndChecker class. This also involved selecting appropriate instance variables, defining a constructor 
that takes two Checkers as parameters, and implementing the accept method so that it calls the 
accept method on both Checkers and returns the AND of the two results. In part (c) they were 
required to complete the construction of a Checker object that computed a particular Boolean function.   
 
Sample: A4a 
Score: 9 
 
In part (a) the student provides a correct class header and a correct declaration of a private instance 
variable. The constructor is completely correct; it initializes the instance variable to the parameter. The 
accept method also is completely correct. It finds the index of the instance variable string in the 
parameter string and returns the correct result. Note that it correctly returns true when the returned 
index is 0. The student earned 4 points for this part. 
 
In part (b) the student provides a correct class header and correct declarations of the private instance 
variables. The constructor is completely correct; it initializes the instance variable to the parameter. The 
accept method also is completely correct. It calls the accept method correctly on each of the instance 
variables and returns the results combined with &&. The student earned 4 points for this part. 
 
In part (c) the student provides a correct instantiation of the required Checker object and assigns it to the 
correct variable. Note that the student re-implements the SubstringChecker objects for “artichokes” 
and “kale,” which is allowed. The student earned 1 point for this part. 
 
Sample: A4b 
Score: 7 
 
In part (a) the student provides a correct class header but lost ½ point for not declaring the instance 
variable as private. The constructor is completely correct; it initializes the instance variable to the 
parameter. The accept method also is completely correct. It finds the index of the instance variable 
string in the parameter string and returns the correct result. The student earned 3½ points for this part. 
 
In part (b) the student provides a correct class header but lost ½ point for not declaring the instance variables 
as private. The constructor is completely correct; it initializes the instance variable to the parameter. The 
accept method also is completely correct. It calls the accept method correctly on each of the instance 
variables and returns the results combined with &&. The student earned 3½ points for this part. 
 
In part (c) the student provides an incorrect instantiation of the required Checker object by creating a 
NotChecker object from an AndChecker object rather than an AndChecker object of two 
NotChecker objects. This was a commonly seen error. The student earned no points for this part. 
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Question 4 (continued) 
 
Sample: A4c 
Score: 3 
 
In part (a) the student provides an incorrect class header and lost ½ point. A correct declaration of a private 
instance variable is provided. The constructor is completely correct; it initializes the instance variable to the 
parameter. The student does not provide an accept method and lost 2 points. The student earned 1½ 
points for this part. 
 
In part (b) the student provides an incorrect class header and lost ½ point. Correct declarations of the private 
instance variables are provided. The constructor is completely correct; it initializes the instance variables to 
the parameters. The student does not provide an accept method and lost 2 points. The student earned 1½ 
points for this part. 
 
In part (c) the student does not provide any code, so no points were earned. 
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